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a b s t r a c t
Traditional materials are being constantly replaced by synthetic polymers, most of which are highly flammable. Epoxy resins are versatile and among the most important class of polymers, due to their multiple
crosslinking capacity endowed by the oxirane ring, their applications ranging from adhesives to aeronautics. This study investigates the comparative effect of three hardeners (aromatic, cycloaliphatic, aliphatic)
and the addition of an oligophosphonate on the thermal behavior and fire performance of bisphenol A
diglycidyl ether semi–interpenetrating polymer networks. Networks with epoxy resin and 2% phosphorus
loading were prepared. Evolved gases analyses, thermal and fire experiments were used to propose the
action mode of the hardeners and oligophosphonate in the fire performance enhancement of the epoxy
resin. Non–isothermal decomposition kinetics studies were conducted. The oligophosphonate in the
epoxy resins promoted a significant reduction in the peak of heat release rate values (33 to 55%) in microscale combustion calorimeter experiments. A UL 94–V0 classification was achieved for the network with
oligophosphonate and aromatic curing agent. The obtained results recommend the semi–interpenetrating network cured with aromatic hardener as a potential matrix for flame retardant composites or
coatings.
Ó 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Semi–interpenetrating polymer networks (S–IPNs) are related
to other types of multicomponent polymeric materials (i.e. polymer blends, blocks and grafts), however having the advantage of
⇑ Corresponding authors.
E-mail addresses: lrosu@icmpp.ro (L. Rosu), Sabyasachi.Gaan@empa.ch (S.
Gaan).

crosslinking which permits exceptional control over the morphology. S–IPNs possess a unique structure comprised of a combination
of at least two polymers situated in permanent entanglement and
of which at least one is a crosslinked network [1,2]. Due to the
characteristic structure formed during the synthesis of S–IPNs,
there occurs a forced phase compatibilization through a synergistic
effect on the entangled components. This leads to the enhancement of specific sought properties of the pristine comprising poly-
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used due to ease of functionalization. The incorporation of different
DOPO based oligomers into epoxy matrices enhanced their flame
resistance and adhesion to different substrates (through the
P = O bond). The use of such additives in enhancing the flame retardant capacity of epoxy resins can provide the optimal properties
required in different applications [28].
Numerous studies on different flame retardant epoxy composites or blends containing phosphorus can be found in the literature.
However, there exist limited literature on the introduction of different phosphorus containing flame retardant additives as linear
components into epoxy S–IPNs [28,29]. The materials described
in earlier studies differ from the current work in terms of hardener(s) and/or oligophosphonate used and properties or reported
data. Also, the oligophosphonate was added as a linear component
into DGEBA with dicyandiamide (DICY) as curing agent. In this
paper, fire and thermal analysis and non–isothermal kinetics were
detailed to include other epoxy S–IPNs. In addition, no UL 94–VB
and MCC data have been previously reported in the literature for
the OP as pristine or linear component in the epoxy S–IPN with
DICY hardener and at the same phosphorus loading of 2 wt% [29].
To our knowledge the article also reports for the very first time
a comparative study between the influences of three different curing agents on the thermal and fire behavior of the described materials, so as to choose an optimum one for different applications.
The present study describes the obtaining of flame retardant
semi–interpenetrating polymer networks (S–IPNs) based on an
aromatic oligophosphonate (OP) and an epoxy network crosslinked
with three commonly used curing agents (aromatic, cycloaliphatic,
aliphatic). The comparative influence of the three curing agents on
the S–IPNs thermal and fire performances was assessed by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA), evolved gases analysis (TGA–FTIR, Py–GC–MS), UL 94–VB
burning test and microscale combustion calorimetry (MCC). The
morphologies of the initial films and their residues obtained from
the TGA were studied in detail by scanning electron microscopy
coupled with energy dispersive X–ray spectroscopy (SEM–EDX)
in order to investigate the possibility of condensed phase flame
retardant activity.

mers. Consequently, S–IPNs possess a single glass transition temperature (Tg) domain intermediate to the Tgs of the comprising
components [3].
Because of their technical applications, highly reactive character
and multiple crosslinking possibilities, epoxy resins are one of the
most important thermosetting polymer classes [4–10]. Cured
epoxy resins possess some disadvantages, such as brittleness and
easy stress cracking under impact forces, limiting their applications in different domains. Futhermore, epoxy resins are constituted of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen atoms. Therefore, they also
exhibit increased flammability and low thermal stability [11]. It is
thus crucial to enhance these properties. A way to improve the
aforementioned disadvantages of epoxy resins normally involves
mixing them with different polymers or additives. Unfortunately,
the blending process quite often leads to poor miscibility between
constituents. Thus, the use of S–IPNs can negate the earlier mentioned problems [12]. Several modification strategies have been
developed in order to improve the epoxy resins thermal stability
and fire resistance [13,14], such as with phosphorus [15,16], layered double hydroxides [17], boron [18], melamine [19], silicon
[20], montmorilonite [21], based compounds. Of all the mentioned
modification pathways, the incorporation of organophosphorus
compounds proved to be the most efficient, not only in considerably reducing the flammability, but also in lowering the number
and toxicity of the volatiles evolved during combustion [15,16].
Depending on their structure, phosphorus flame retardants may
act in the condensed or gas phase. In the condensed phase, the
phosphorus flame retardant additives reduce the degradation rate
and/or hinder the combustion mechanism pathway of the material
[22]. The gas phase flame inhibition occurs through phosphorus
based free radicals blocking the gaseous entities which maintain
the flame [22]. During combustion or thermal degradation, the
organophosphorus compounds yield phosphoric acid in the initial
stage. With increasing heat non–volatile polyphosphoric acid is
formed. This further reacts with the decomposing polymer matrix
through esterification and dehydration, generating char residue.
The phosphorus content in the char residue typically increases
with the phosphorus concentration in the initial polymer. The residue behaves as a two–way barrier by: (i) inhibiting heat and oxygen from reaching the burning polymer and (ii) blocking the access
of volatile fuels and molten polymer to the combustion area. This
significantly increases combustion time or even extinguishes the
fire. It is also worth mentioning that volatile phosphorylated entities are some of the most efficient flame retardants, since phosphorus–containing radicals are five and ten times more effective than
bromine and chlorine compounds, respectively [23]. Phosphorylated gaseous entities are also far less toxic than gases containing
bromine or chlorine moieties [24].
Several recent strategies have been developed for toughening
epoxy resins. These include adding rubbers, thermoplastics and
nanofillers [25–27]. Although these fillers significantly improved
the toughness of epoxy resins, their presence reduces their thermal
stability and the elastic modulus. The dispersion of the nanofillers
into the epoxy matrix and increased system viscosity are other
serious problems which must be addressed. These issues may be
overcome by developing IPNs/S–IPNs which offer advantages mentioned earlier. Moreover, some properties of the resulting material
can be significantly improved with this strategy. For example,
when polyphosphazene was introduced in the epoxy resin, it
exhibited non–leaching behavior and enhanced flame retardancy,
flexibility (low Tg), oil/solvent resistance and biomedical compatibility [12].
Bulky phosphorus based monomers containing polar P = O
group are known to improve the fire resistance of different materials, amongst other properties. Of such compounds, 9,10–dihy
dro–9–oxa–10–phosphaphenanthrene–10–oxide (DOPO) is widely

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
4–aminophenol, terephthalaldehyde, 4–toluenesulfonic acid
(catalyst) and ethanol (solvent) were all used in the synthesis of
the intermediate compound 1 (Scheme 1) and were purchased
from Sigma–Aldrich and used as received. DOPO, used in the synthesis of the precursor to the OP (Scheme 1), was provided by Chemos GmbH, Germany and was dehydrated 150 °C, for 3 h, under
vacuum prior to use. 4,40 –diaminodiphenylsulfone (DDS), 1,3–bis
(aminomethyl)cyclohexane
(CYDM),
octamethylenediamine
(8CH2DA) and phenylphosphonic dichloride were purchased from
Aldrich and used as received. DDS, CYDM, and 8CH2DA were used
as curing agents for the epoxy resin to obtain three S–INPs. The
phenylphosphonic dichloride was used in the synthesis of OP
(Scheme 1). N–methyl–2–pyrrolidone (solvent) and triethylamine
(acid acceptor), used in the synthesis of the OP, were purchased
from Fluka and used as received. Epoxy resin based on bisphenol
A diglycidyl ether (EP), with an epoxy equivalent weight (EEW)
of 0.53 equiv. per 100 g (Mn  377 g mol1; viscosity and density
of 15 Pas and 1160 kg m3 at 25 °C) was purchased from Sigma
Aldrich.
2
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of the precursor to the OP and the OP.

6H–dibenz[c,e][1,2]oxaphosphorinyl)–(4–hydroxyaniline)–methy
lene)–1,4–phenylene (precursor to the OP) [29] and phenylphosphonic dichloride (Scheme 1). For this purpose, in a flask equipped
with a magnetical stirrer, a reflux condenser and nitrogen inlet and
outlet there were introduced and mixed compound 1 (7.48 g,
0.01 mol), N–methyl–2–pyrrolidone (NMP) (30 mL) and triethylamine (3 mL) until a homogeneous solution was obtained. Then
phenylphosphonic dichloride (1.95 g, 0.01 mol) was slowly added
under continuous stirring for 30 min. The reaction vessel was afterwards immersed in an oil bath set at a temperature of 50 °C under
vigorous stirring for 8 h. The obtained solution was then cooled to
room temperature and poured into methanol. The solid compound
was filtered and then re–dissolved in NMP. The OP was obtained
through precipitation in water. Afterwards it was washed several
times with water and dried at 60 °C in a vacuum oven for 24 h
to generate a solid powder (yield: 94%). The structural characterization of the OP, EP and S–IPNs is described in detail in the Supporting information (SI) file (subsections S2.1, S2.1.1 and S2.1.2).

2.2. Synthesis of the precursor to the OP
The synthesis OP from precursors was performed according to a
procedure described in the literature [30]. For this purpose 4,40 –ter
ephthalylidene–bis(p–hydroxyaniline) (compound 1) was synthesized by reacting 4–aminophenol (0.2 mol), terephthalaldehyde
(0.1 mol) and a catalytic amount of 4–toluenesulfonic acid dissolved in 300 mL dry ethanol (Scheme 1). The mixture was refluxed
for 3 h under stirring. After cooling at room temperature the product was separated by precipitation over a water–ice mixture, filtered, washed with distilled water and dried under vacuum. The
final product was recystallized from toluene.
The synthesis of bis((6–oxido–6H–dibenz[c,e][1,2]oxaphosphorinyl) – (4–hydroxyaniline)–methylene)–1,4–phenylene (the precursor to the OP), was achieved by reacting compound 1 with
DOPO. Compound 1 (14.62 g, 0.0462 mol), DOPO (20 g,
0.0926 mol) and dried ethanol (103 mL) were introduced into a
round flask equipped with a condenser and a magnetic stirrer.
The mixture was stirred at 50 °C for 12 h under nitrogen atmosphere. The resulting precipitate was filtered, washed with ethanol
and dried under vacuum (yield: 90%). FTIR (KBr, cm1): 3265 (NH),
3060 (C–H aromatic), 1477 (P–Ar), 1218 and 1142 (P = O), 1043 (P–
O–C), 914 (P–O-Ar), 753. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO–d6, d, ppm):
8.50 (m, 2H), 8.17 (m, 4H), 7.88 (m, 2H), 7.68 (m, 2H), 7.56 (m,
2H), 7.42 (m, 2H), 7.34 (m, 4H), 7.18 (m, 2H), 6.54 (m, 8H), 6.1
and 5.6 (m, 2H, N–H), 5.4 and 4.9 (m, 2H, CH–P).

2.4. Synthesis of the S–IPNs
The S–IPNs were obtained by mixing EP with different amounts
of OP under heating and stirring to reach a molecular mixing level,
followed by the curing in the presence of a suitable hardener
(Table 1). DDS, CYDM and 8CH2DA where used as hardeners
(Scheme 2). The epoxy to amine ratio was set at 2:1 based on the
assumption that each hydrogen atom on the nitrogen atoms in
the curing agents reacts with an epoxide ring. The quantity of OP
was calculated in order to obtain a final product with 2 wt% phosphorus. The various formulations of the pre–curing mixtures are
listed in Table 1. The required quantities of EP were mixed with

2.3. Synthesis of the OP
The OP was synthesized via solution polycondensation between
equimolecular amounts of the previously described bis((6–oxido–
3
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Table 1
Composition of the samples.
Sample

Hardener

Hardener (g)

Oligophosphonate (OP) (g)

Epoxy resin (EP) (g)

EP–DDS
EP–OP–DDS
EP–CYDM
EP–OP–CYDM
EP–8CH2DA
EP–OP–8CH2DA

DDS
DDS
CYDM
CYDM
8CH2DA
8CH2DA

7.45
5.99
4.66
3.79
4.79
3.87

–
5.61
–
5.56
–
5.65

22.55
18.36
25.34
20.63
25.23
20.50

Scheme 2. Obtaining of the cured matrices and S–IPNs.

OP under continuous stirring at 130 °C until complete dissolution
was achieved followed by the addition of a hardener and cooling
of the mixture to 80 °C. The resulting mixtures were stirred homogeneously, and then poured into a Teflon coated mould to obtain
the samples in the shape of plates. The formulation based on
DDS was cured at 150 °C for 2 h and 180 °C for 3 h. The rest of
the samples were cured at 70 °C for 4 h, 130 °C for 2 h and
150 °C for 1 h. Finally, the thermosets were cooled slowly to room
temperature to prevent cracking.

perature (Tg) of the samples were evaluated from the second
heating cycle.
Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were conducted on a
NETZSCH TG209 F1 Iris device (Netzsch Gerätebau GmbH, Germany). Approximately 10 mg of each sample was heated at 10 °C min1. The TGA measurements were carried out in both
nitrogen and air atmospheres with a gas flow of 50 mL min1.
The non–isothermal degradation theory and methods applied for
the kinetic studies are detailed in the SI file (subsection S1.2).
The flammability of the S–IPNs and cured epoxy matrices was
assessed with the UL 94–VB vertical burning tests using the standard IEC 60695–11–10 which requires a sample size of
13  125  approx. 3 mm3.
The evolved gases analyses were studied by TGA–FTIR on a TG
209 F1 Iris (Netzsch Gerätebau GmbH, Germany) coupled with a
Brüker TENSOR–27 FTIR device (Germany). 20 mg of each sample
were heated in the range 30–700 °C under a 50 mL min1 nitrogen
flow and at a heating rate of 10 °C min1. FTIR spectra were
recorded from 4000 to 600 cm1 with a 4 cm1 resolution. The
TGA and FTIR data were processed with the Proteus software version 5.1 (Netzsch Gerätebau GmbH, Germany) and Brüker Opus
software version 6.5.
For the Py–GC–MS measurements samples of 30–100 mg were
placed into a quartz tube (1 mm  25 mm/ internal
diameter  length). The samples were afterwards loaded into the

2.5. Measurements
The structural characterizations of the OP, EP and S–IPNs
through proton and phosphorus 31–nuclear magnetic resonance
(1H NMR, 31P NMR), attenuated total reflectance–Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (ATR–FTIR), gel permeation chromatography
(GPC), inherent viscosity measurements and dispersive X–ray
spectroscopy (EDX) were detailed in the SI (subsections S1.1,
S2.1.1 and S.2.1.2). The FTIR spectra signals were identified based
on literature data [31].
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were
performed on a 200 F3 Maia device (Netzsch Gerätebau GmbH,
Germany). 10 mg of each sample were measured in sealed shut
aluminium crucibles with pierced lids under a 50 mL min1 nitrogen flow and a 10 °C min1 heating rate. The glass transition tem4
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those of the OP and their corresponding cured matrices. This is an
indication that the S–IPNs were successfully obtained [32]. The
bulky aromatic DOPO entities in OP generate a steric hindering
effect, leading to an increase in S–IPNs Tg values compared to their
corresponding crosslinked EP matrices, except for the sample
cured with DDS. In this case, the presence of OP had a strong plasticizing effect which led to a significant reduction in the Tg value
from 201 °C (EP–DDS) to 141 °C (EP–OP–DDS). This is due to the
increase in free volume between segmental chains and hence their
mobility, which is also dictated by the bulky aromatic nature of the
curing agent, as also found for other S–IPN epoxy system, making
the material adequate for applications which require lower Tg values [28].
The phosphorus influence on the thermal stability of the structures was investigated with the aid of thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) and first derivative curves (DTG) in both inert and air atmospheres. The main data extracted from the thermal measurements
are shown in Fig. 3 and Table S2.
In both atmospheres the individual linear component, OP,
underwent a complex thermal decomposition process in four overlapping stages. In inert atmosphere (N2), the OP exhibited a 5 %
mass loss temperature (T5%) value of 275 °C and a multi–step
decomposition pattern with maximum decomposition temperature (Tmax) values of 311 °C, 395 °C, 430 °C, 491 °C, a thermal
degradation endset temperature (Tendset) of 530 °C and a final
stable residue (R) of 55.5 %. As expected, the presence of oxygen
accelerated the thermal degradation of the OP in air, resulting in
lower characteristic temperatures (T5% = 258 °C; Tmax = 297 °C,
372 °C, 418 °C, 485 °C; Tendset = 510 °C) and R value (43.28 %).
The high difference range between T5% and Tg values represents
an important criterion in assessing the industrial processing conditions of the OP by thermal moulding techniques.
In nitrogen atmosphere, the aromatic nature of the DDS curing
agent endowed the crosslinked epoxide matrix (EP–DDS) with the
highest thermal stability of all the investigated materials (T5% =
381 °C), decomposing in a single stage (Tmax = 410 °C) and yielding
21.21 % residue. By comparison to EP–DDS, the cycloaliphatic and
aliphatic hardeners exhibited additional thermal decomposition
(overlapping) stages and decreased thermal stability. The corresponding cured epoxy matrices (EP–CYDM, EP–8CH2DA), exhibit
T5% = 352 °C and lower almost identical residues of 9.75 % (EP–
CYDM) and 9.25 % (EP–8CH2DA), respectively. The TGA residues
increased for OP containing S–IPNs to 34 % for EP–OP–DDS, 12.26
% for EP–OP–CYDM and 13.04 % for EP–OP–8CH2DA. The increased
char formation of OP blocks the release of volatile products due to
the solid phase action of the phosphorus.
The S–IPNs thermal stabilities were also dictated by the chemistry of the curing agent (EP–OP–DDS > EP–OP–CYDM > EP–OP–8
CH2DA). The EP–OP–DDS S–IPN exhibited higher thermal stability
(29 °C) in air atmosphere as compared to a S–IPN containing DICY
hardener and a DOPO–based oligosphosphonate [29]. The EP–OP–
DDS S–IPN also exhibited higher thermal stability (45 °C) in air as
compared to a S–IPN containing 4,40 –diaminodiphenyl methane
(DDM) hardener and a DOPO–based oligosphosphonate [28].
The S–IPNs containing OP exhibit lower T5% values which could
be due to catalysed decomposition caused by phosphorus based
acidic species. In addition, during the formation of the S–IPNs there
occur hydrogen bonds disruptions in both the OP and epoxy resin
when the OP gets trapped within the crosslinked epoxy network
during curing. This aspect, together with the lower thermal stability of OP, due to the more thermally labile P–C bond in the additive,
leads to the decrease of T5% in the S–IPNs below that of the neat OP.
Rosu et al. correlated the broadening of the Tendset – T5% range with
surface compactness during thermal degradation leading to
decrease in volatiles evolvement [33]. The same is observed in
the case of this study. The obtained S–IPNs are more compact than

pyrolysis probe (Pyroprobe–2005) (UK) and placed in the special
inlet at the interface. The samples were pyrolyzed at 600 °C for
30 s under helium atmosphere. The volatile entities were separated
by a gas chromatograph (Hewlett–Packard 5890 Series II) (USA)
and analyzed by a mass spectrometer (Hewlett–Packard 5989 Series) (USA). The GC column (0.53 mm diameter  30 m length) was
filled with 5 % cross–linked PH ME siloxane. The GC held the samples at 50 °C for 1 min after which it was heated in the range 50–
250 °C with a rate of 10 °C min1 and held 5 min at 250 °C. Masses
were scanned from m/z 40-500.
The heat of combustion measurements were conducted on a
micro scale combustion calorimeter (MCC) device (Fire Testing
Technology Instrument) (UK). Approximately 5 mg of each sample
were heated in a mixed atmosphere of oxygen (80 mL min1) and
nitrogen (20 mL min1) from 40 to 600 °C with a heating rate of
1 °C s1. The gaseous products were swept into a combustor and
oxidized. The results are reported as average values of three
measurements.
The morphology of the initial samples and char residue were
measured by a scanning electron microscope SEM Quanta 200
(USA), operating at 30 kV with secondary and backscattering electrons and in high vacuum mode. The distribution of phosphorus
atoms in the char residues was obtained using coupled SEM–EDX
device.
3. Results and discussions
3.1. Miscibility and thermal characterization
3.1.1. Morphological study
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is an important analytical
tool both in detecting phase separation phenomena and assessing
morphology–toughness correlations in multicomponent polymer
systems. Fig. 1 shows the SEM micrographs of the samples fracture
surfaces obtained after cooling in liquid nitrogen.
The micro fractures are spread within the entire S–IPNs sample
masses, the minimal fracture area occurring through crack propagation. The uniform fractures were generated during thermal treatment by OP agglomerates, behaving as stress concentration centres
and indicating a good homogeneous dispersion of the OP into the
cured epoxy matrices [28]. Moreover, the reactive epoxide rings
of the resin are crosslinked to generate larger chains, indicating
that the curing agents are well distributed within the whole
matrix.
3.1.2. Thermal characterization
Assessment of thermal stability of materials for high temperature applications is crucial and resides in the evaluation of some
essential parameters: the temperature corresponding to 5 % mass
loss (T5%), the temperature at which the mass loss rate is the highest (Tmax), mass residue remaining after thermal degradation
(700 °C) and the glass transition temperature (Tg).
The thermal behavior of the S–IPNs, OP and crosslinked matrices was evaluated. All structures exhibited a single neat Tg domain
(Fig. 2). The OP showed a Tg value at 132 °C.
No other thermal transitions were observed, hence no further
crosslinking expected to occur. The presence of a single Tg domain
is a sign of good compatibility between components within the S–
IPNs. It is a known fact that the obtaining of S–IPNs induces a
forced phase compatibilization through a synergistic effect of the
comprising components, based on compatible polarities [32].
The resulting of a single Tg value is also backed up by the homogeneous dispersion of the OP into the epoxy matrices, as confirmed
by the SEM observations. Furthermore, one may also observe from
the DSC data that the Tg values of the S–IPNs are situated between
5
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Fig. 1. SEM micrographs of the samples (5000x magnification).

their comprising components, because a decrease in the rate of
volatiles evolvement due to the significant broadening of the range
Tendset – T5%, of the S–IPNs by comparison to their crosslinked
matrices without OP (Table S2) [33].
The TGA measurements undertaken in air showed that the presence of oxygen led to a more complex degradation mechanism of
the epoxy samples. This explains the very high differences in char
yield between the two working atmospheres, in air being lower.
Regardless of the working atmosphere, the T5% and Tmax values of
S–IPNs were generally lower than those of the cured epoxy matrices, due to the lower thermal resistance of the P–C bond [34]. The
non–isothermal degradation kinetic studies are discussed in the SI
file (subsection S2.2).

3.2. Evolved gases analyses
3.2.1. TGA–FTIR
TGA–FTIR was used to study the evolved gaseous mixtures
formed during the thermal degradation of the epoxy samples.
The FTIR spectra of volatiles released from the decomposition of
OP and S–IPNs at relevant Tmax values (Table S2) are presented in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. DSC curves of the OP and networks.

6
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Fig. 3. TGA and DTG curves in (A) nitrogen and (B) air.

The weak signal at 3059 cm1 in the FTIR spectra for OP is associated with the aromatic C–H stretching vibration, as well as the
signal 3011–3016 cm1, found in all spectra [31]. The peaks at
3086 cm1 and 3113 cm1 correspond to N–H from amine moieties. The broad signal in the range 3500–3000 cm1 with a peak
at  3250 cm1, present in all spectra, corresponds to O–H bond
stretching vibrations of alcohol moieties and/or carboxylic acids.
Signals corresponding to aliphatic C–H asymmetric and symmetric
stretching vibrations observed (2959 cm1 and  2937 cm1)
could be due to different moieties, including fractions containing
CH3. The signals from 1500 to 1600 cm1 and 690–669 cm1 confirm the presence of entities with aromatic structures. The peak at
around  2360 cm1 also appears in all spectra and is ascribed to
CO2 evolution, together with the range 4000–3500 cm1, associated with water. The signals in the range 1200–2000 cm1 contain
overlapping absorption bands from: vibrations of C = O, C = C,
water, cycloaliphatic structures, P–Ar stretching vibrations
(1420 cm1), P = O stretching vibrations (1185 cm1), ketone
stretching vibrations (1690–1747 cm1). The decarboxylation
reaction and scission of the different carbonyl groups lead to the
formation of CO2. Additional bands at around 1600 and
1509 cm1 correspond to C = C stretching vibration of aromatic
rings. The absorption bands around 3000 cm1 describe the sp2
and sp3 C–H stretching vibrations of aromatic and aliphatic species.

3.2.2. Py–GC–MS
The FTIR spectra offer information only concerning functional
groups of the gaseous entities evolved during the decomposition
of the polymer. Therefore mass spectroscopy was used to identify
the composition of pyrolysis products. Fig. S8 presents the Py–
GC–MS total ion chromatograms and Table S3 (in SI file) shows
the main identified evolved gaseous products of the S–IPNs and
OP pyrolyzed at 600 °C, where +/ – denote a present/ absent gaseous entity in a compound. Based on the data in Fig. S8 and
Table S3, a simplified thermal degradation mechanism for the
S–IPNs (EP–OP–CYDM, as an exemplification) is proposed in
Scheme 3.
The NIST mass spectral database and prior published literature
were used to identify the pyrolyzates from their mass spectra and
retention times. By analyzing the total ion chromatogram (TIC) of
the OP (Table S3), one may observe a series of pyrolyzates identified at different retention times (RT). This aspect indicates the
presence of a complex gaseous mixture evolved during the OP’s
and S–IPNs decomposition, comprised of: p–xylene (RT = 2.74 mi
n; m/z = 91; abundance (a) = 5.47  105); aniline (RT = 3.46 min;
m/z = 93, 92, 66, 65; a = 1.21  106) + phenol + phenyl phosphonic
acid (RT = 3.59 min; m/z = 94, 92, 66, 65; 94, 93, 66, 92, 65; 158; a =
4.1  105) and N–methyl–1–pyrrolidone as solvent (NMP) (RT = 3.
88 min; m/z = 99, 98, 44, 42, 41; a = 3.42  106).
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Fig. 4. Gaseous FTIR spectra of the structures extracted at Tmax values.

The common gaseous fragments evolved during the thermal
degradation of the S–IPNs corresponds well with the components
of epoxy resin, while the slight differences between the samples
may arise from the structures of the curing agents (Table 1). Literature data shows that bisphenol A and aromatic amines are formed
during the thermal decomposition of epoxy resins crosslinked with
aromatic amine hardeners [36,37]. Table S3 and Scheme 3 indicate
entities similar to those reported in the literature. Since the degradation occurs in the presence of phosphoric derivatives, the phosphorus radicals play a crucial role in the reduction of released heat.
The presented data shows that the identified gaseous fragments
may be classified into several groups: (1) low molecular weight
entities (e.g. PO, CO, CO2, H2O – identified in the TGA–FTIR spectra); (2) cleaved fragments from main chains and subsequent rearrangements (i.e. aromatic: hydrocarbons and amines); (3) entities
formed by molecular fragments reorganization at high temperatures. The composition, abundance and distribution of the
pyrolyzates indicate that all samples undergo thermal degradation
through initiation by random cleavages in the main chains. These

As observed, the predominantly aromatic structure of OP generated mostly aromatic pyrolyzates upon degradation, such as p–
aminophenol, biphenyl (RT = 5.93 min; m/z = 154, 153, 152; a =
4.9  105) and 2–phenylphenol (RT = 6.64 min; m/z = 170, 169,
167, 141, 115; a = 1.44  106).
Phenyl phosphonic acid also originate from the OP, since it is
the sole compound containing phosphorus. The peak of phenyl
phosphonic acid is partially merged with the high peak corresponding to phenol. Phenyl phosphonic acid may be generated
through cleavage of the Ar–O bond in the OP’s main chain, hydrogen atoms and hydroxyl groups transfer. P–aminophenol, biphenyl
and 2–phenylphenol appear at higher temperatures (higher RTs)
[35].
The gaseous fragments specific to the OP, mostly phenols, do
not appear in the case of the S–IPNs. This is in good agreement
with the TGA data where the decrease in rate of volatiles formation
(increased char formation) was observed, due to the compactness
of the S–IPNs by the significant broadening of the Tendset – T5%
range.
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Scheme 3. Oversimplified proposed thermal decomposition mechanism of the OP/S–IPN.

scissions generate chain free radicals and carbon oxides, involving
hydrogen transfer processes.
3.3. Flame resistant capacity of the S–IPNs
The flame retardancy of the studied materials was assessed
with MCC and UL–94 VB small scale fire tests. The results are summarized in Table S4.
MCC is an important method in evaluating the combustion
behavior of polymers, providing indispensable information regarding fire risks through parameters like: the heat release rate (HRR),
peak of heat release rate (p–HRR), total heat release (THR) and char
yield. By integrating the HRR over the entire time range (convert
into temperature in Fig. 5) the THC values are obtained.
Table S4 shows these main combustion parameters for various
formulations. From the data in Table S4 one may observe that the
OP exhibited the lowest values for all parameters, while leaving the
highest residue value (35.03 %). This is in a good agreement with
the TGA data. The enhanced flame resistant capacity of the S–IPNs
resides in lower THR values and significantly lower HRC and p–
HRR values compared to OP free cured matrices. For example, p–
HRR values decrease with 55.4 % (EP–OP–CYDM vs. EP–CYDM),
38.9 % (EP–OP–8CH2DA vs. EP–8CH2DA) and 33.08 % (EP–OP–
DDS vs. EP–DDS). From a practical standpoint, such reduction in
the peak heat release rate increases the time of escaping during a
fire incident.

Fig. 5. HRR of the OP and networks.

The HRR curve shape of the OP showed a wide peak with a
reduced shoulder at low temperature values (Fig. 5). The shoulder
appears due to the combustion behavior of the OP. During combustion OP generates a thin unstable carbonaceous layer further elim9
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to verify and sustain this statement, morphological and elemental
investigations of the char residue were undertaken.

inated at higher temperatures by the vigorous gases evolvement
[28]. This transition disappears after introducing the OP into the
S–IPNs.
On close analysis of MCC data, it may be considered that the EP–
OP–CYDM and EP–OP–DDS formulations have comparable parameters, the THR being much lower for the latter. EP–OP–DDS yields
the highest char residue values and a superior thermal stability
compared to EP–OP–CYDM, also in accordance with TGA, DSC
and morphological analyses. The EP–OP–DDS is also the sole formulation to achieve a V–0 rating, while the other structures
showed no classification (NC), even the two S–IPNs with the same
phosphorus concentration. A content of 2% phosphorus is not
enough to achieve a V–0 rating for the S–IPNs cured with the
cycloaliphatic and aliphatic hardener. This aspect may be
explained by the fact that the aliphatic hardeners’s polymer chains
contain a high number of methylenes (–CH2–) groups which
decompose and release the corresponding hydrocarbon gases at
specific temperatures, thus lowering their thermal stability and
char yield [38]. The actual contribution of the cylcloaliphatic and
aliphatic curing agents to improve the flame retardancy of the
epoxy resin is limited. Based on this observation, the EP–OP–DDS
S–IPN may be considered the most suitable candidate to use in various applications. The higher content of phosphorus rich char
within the S–IPNs, as compared to their virgin counterparts, suggests the condensed phase flame retardant mechanism. In order

3.4. Advanced morphological and elemental investigations of the char
residues
SEM and EDX are valuable techniques for bringing insights on
the phosphorus rich char residue formation and composition and
their influence on the combustion process of the studied structures. For this purpose, the two techniques were used in studying
the morphology and composition of the residues remained after
TGA analysis in air (700 °C, 10 °C min1).
For comparison, Fig. 6 shows the SEM micrographs of the residues corresponding to the OP, the cross–linked epoxy matrices
and S–IPNs. From Fig. 6 it can be observed that the SEM micrographs of the cured matrices show an irregular surface, with pores
and cracks, due to evolvement of vigorous volatiles. By comparison,
the OP and S–IPNs exhibit denser and much more uniform and compact surfaces, the decomposition products of OP acting as a shield
against oxygen and heat through gas phase mechanism and thus
inhibiting the diffusion of volatile entities towards sample exterior.
Moreover, at higher magnification, the S–IPNs residues show little
scattered fragile fragments not integrated within the char texture.
This aspect was correlated with the hardening of volatiles evolvement contributing to the reduction in p–HRR [28].

Fig. 6. SEM micrographs of the char residues remained at 700 °C at 1000x magnification (4000x zoom).
10
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The EDX analysis was performed to find the atom distribution
and concentration at the char surface (Fig. S9 in SI) in the OP and
S–IPNs. The EDX mapping showed the presence and uniform distribution of phosphorus atoms in the residues. As expected, the highest quantity of phosphorus remained in the residue of the OP
(15.32 %), this being in good agreement with the TGA and MCC
data. The initial samples contained only 2 % phosphorus, hence
its percentage in the char was also low (2.47 % for EP–OP–8CH2DA,
2.89 % for EP–OP–DDS and 4.66 % for EP–OP–CYDM).

Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.matdes.2021.110237.
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